
READ AND FOLLOW  THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE 
This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.  To assure full compliance 
with local codes and regulations, check with your local electrical inspector before installation. 
Caution: To avoid possible electric shock, be sure that power supply is turned off before installing or servicing this product. 
Note: This fixture should be supported by main runners or other structure that is capable of supporting the fixture weight. 

INSTALLATION SHEET P32V series LED 

INSTALLATION OF CORD MOUNTED LED DECORATIVE PENDANTS: 
WARNING – Risk of fire and electric shock.  This product is to be installed by a qualified electri-
cian only.  Retain these instructions for future reference. 

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS  
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See back of page for illustration 
1. Cut AC cord to your specific suspension length, leaving approximately 8” of cable above strain relief.  Strain relief (for non-dimming 

units only) must be positioned in such a manner that the smaller end is towards ceiling when installed.  Squeeze strain relief with 
pliers and carefully insert into center opening of canopy.  If dimming is supplied, insert wire into bushing, and tighten collar until 
snug.   

2. Pass the aircraft cables (supplied) through the small holes in the canopy, with the closed loops remaining at the top.  Depress the 
center of each cable grip on the fixture, and pass each cable through, until it exits out the side.  Pull each cable, until they are 
slightly longer than the center AC feed cable. 

3. Support fixture and make connections: Connect the AC wires from your electrical box to the wires in the upper canopy as follows:  
AC neutral to white wire, AC hot leg to black wire, and green to ground.   

  For 0-10V dimming, connect the positive control wire to the purple wire, negative control wire to the gray wire,  
 and black to the switched hot output feed from the dimming control. 
4. Align mounting holes in canopy over (2) 8-32x1 ½” long screws and secure the canopy to the crossbar with supplied mounting 

knobs.  Turn knobs fully clockwise to force back 8-32x1 ½” long screws into outlet box, until canopy is tight against ceiling surface. 
5. Align the aircraft cables, so that unit hangs straight, and supports the weight of the fixture.  When cable adjustment is complete, cut 

away excess with diagonal cutting pliers. 
6. If decorative lower lens is used, attach to the bottom of the fixture with knobs supplied.  Only attach until snug. 
7. Energize AC, and fixture will illuminate immediately, at full brightness. 

       
NOTE:  If unit fails to operate as described, disconnect AC immediately, and contact either the factory, or 
trained service personnel for further assistance.   
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Preparation:  
Mount 4” octagonal electrical box into ceiling surface.  It must be installed in a manner 
that is capable of handling the physical load of the fixture.  Supplementary support from 
the ceiling structure is suggested.   
Route AC circuit(s) of voltage specified on fixture into electrical box (AC should not be 
energized at this time) 
 
Mounting:  
Unpack product and locate hardware bag containing crossbar, (2) 8-32 mounting screws, 
and (2)mounting knobs. 
Screw (2) 8-32x1 ½” long screws all the way into crossbar.  Position crossbar to outlet 
box (with 1-1/2” screws aiming towards floor) so that the screw heads will freely turn IN-
SIDE the box, and are NOT directly below the four flat box sides.  Mount crossbar and 
mounting screws as shown to electrical box using box screws supplied with electrical 
box. 
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AIRCRAFT 

CABLES 

Loosen 3 #6 screws and remove metal disc with (3) keyslots.  Do not remove 
screwsInvert housing. Stack reflective disc on housing cup with “silver perf side” 
facing up (as viewed in picture on left).  Stack lower glass shade on top of disc. 

Reinsert metal disc with gasket towards glass and place keyslots over heads of 
screws and turn disc counterclockwise all the way. 
Tighten screws snug against metal disc.  DO NOT over tighten.  Screws will bot-
tom out on standoffs to prevent over tightening causing damage to glass.   
Turn product back over for final install onto crossbar and canopy as shown below. 

From this view, “ white perf” should be facing up.. 


